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Motivations

User Interest
 User Expertise

Handcrafted features:    

question features,

user features,

user feedback features

Deep learning methods:    

high-level semantics

end to end learning

Key Expert 
Recommendation

But n Statistics features

n Low-level representation

Thus, a learning framework that captures user interest dynamicly and 
models user expertise explicitly is badly needed. 
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But

n Static representation for 

user interest

n Implicit representation for 

User Expertise



Motivations

In the real-world CQA websites, users’ interest is changing 
over time. A user may not answer the question because his 
current interest is not in this question domain even if he has 
high expertise on it.
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Thus: 
1. capture users' short-term interests 
2. combine short-term and long-term interests



Motivations

The feedback information(votes) from users' answering 
questions can reflect the expertise of users in this question field.
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Thus: 
1. learn the expertise embedding and interest embedding 
respectively.
2. use the feedback to learn the expertise embedding.



Enhanced User Interest and Expertise Modeling for Expert 
Recommendation
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n To capture the long-term interests, we use metapath based 
random walk and skipgram algorithm for superiority in dealing 
with sparsity.

n To capture the short-term interests,  we input user's recent 
behavior into LSTM  due to its remarkable ability in processing 
sequential data.
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n In order to combine the long-term interest and short-term 
interest more naturally, we use the long-term interest to 
initialize the first hidden state of the LSTM,  So that the last 
hidden state is a combination of short-term and long-term 
interest and we use it as users’ interest embedding.



Enhanced User Interest and Expertise Modeling for Expert 
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n We mine user history answers and feedback to model user 
expertise  explicitly. 

We construct several statistics of the feedback and put them into a 
feed-forward network to get the expertise weight. We also use attention 
mechanisms to pay more attention to the answers which are related to the 
target quesiton.



Enhanced User Interest and Expertise Modeling for Expert 
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n We introduce the relative rank to model the score. Given the 
votes of the answers, we design the following rules:

 
(1)Answerers with higher 
vote score higher than those 
with lower vote. 
(2) Answerers who 
answered question score 
higher than those who did 
not.



Model Training
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n The ranking loss:
 

We alternatively maximize the two objective functions



Experiments: dataset 

Stack Exchange Dataset:  

we choose two sub-dataset: Biology and English 
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Experiments

Q1: How does the proposed EUIEM perform comparing with 

other state-of-the-art methods?

n Compared Methods:

n Metric

n Results
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Experiments

Q2: How does the proposed EUIEM  perform comparing with its

variants?

n Compared variants

n Metric

n Results
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Future work

n the profile of user such as user personal description 

should be considered to solve cold-start problem,

n the dynamic modeling of expertise can

be applied since user expertise keeps improving over time.
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